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Folio195.
The shape
of things
to come.

Let’s start with a question.
How is your day shaping
up now that you’re living
at Folio195?
Is your ﬁrst waking thought to head upstairs to the
residents’ gym for a workout? Or do you stroll out to
your sun-ﬁlled balcony to read the day’s ﬁrst emails
and soak in the view?
The fact is you’re already loving where you live. This
stylish, yet surprisingly affordable, apartment lifestyle
has its own warehouse feel. Right on Pier Street in this
north-east pocket of the city, this is your part of town.
The unique local culture and mix of people, it just
feels like home.
The whole district is humming with revitalisation. You’re
feeling revitalised too. Sharing amazing city views from
the rooftop Skypark will do that.
Right now, the best coffee ever is waiting at the lobby
café downstairs. It’s ﬁlled with neighbours and a series
of quick hellos. The city is just a few minutes’ stroll away.
You already know Folio195 is not just an apartment
building. We call it the next generation of vertical
communities built around shared resources and
experiences. But to you it’s home.
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A different view
of vertical living.

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION
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A future
shaped by
its past.
Stroll along Pier Street, and you can almost sense the feeling
of excitement generated by the area’s newspaper past.
Originally dubbed the ‘Fleet Street’ of Perth, your new
residence was once home to Perth’s major print and news
media. Government Print Hall, The West Australian and
The Australian newspapers all ﬂourished in the earliest days
of Pier Street.
You can be justiﬁably proud of the instant landmark your new
building has become. A vibrant new story in the community,
its striking architecture pays homage to the printing heritage
of the location.
With the building’s podium base inspired by a typeface
design, the dynamic and engaging façade has a genuine
connection with its history whilst adding to a vibrant,
activated streetscape.
You’re delighted to be living in a place that acknowledges
Pier Street’s fascinating past, but represents the future of
smart technology and contemporary apartment living.
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amenities
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Cafes, Bars & Restaurants
1. The Cutting Board
2. Flo Espresso
3. The Court
4. Mechanics Institute
5. Chicho Gelato
6. Ezra Pound
7. Henry Summer
8. Dragon Palace Northbridge
9. Fortune Five Chinese Restaurant
10. The Standard
11. Market Grounds
12. Varnish on King
13. Prince Lane Bar
14. The Stables
15. Whipper Snapper Distillery
Culture & Entertainment
1. Western Australian Museum – Perth
2. Perth Cultural Centre
3. Art Gallery of WA
4. State Theatre Centre
5. The Rechabite
6. Rooftop Movies
7. Comedy Lounge
8. Badlands bar
9. Perth Arena
10. HBF Stadium
Education
1. North Metropolitan TAFE
2. Australian Technical College
Western Australia
3. TAFE International Western Australia
4. CGSB Curtin Graduate School
Of Business
5. The College of Law Western Australia
6. St Georges Anglican School
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Health & Fitness
Royal Perth Hospital
Grandstand Crossﬁt
Dohertys Gym
Box & Bike
Central Park Fitness Centre
Goodlife Health Clubs 24/7
F45 Training Perth CBD

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Parks & Recreation
Russell Square
Kings Square
Yagan Square
Stirling Gardens
Supreme Court Gardens

Convenience
1. Oriental Market and Grocer
2. LuLu’s Deli
3. Super IGA
Transport
1. Perth Station (700m)
2. McIver Station (400m)
3. Claisebrook Station (850m)
4. Blue Cat Stop (330m)
5. Perth Busport (1km)
6. Ferry Elizabeth Quay (1.6km)
Bike Paths

N
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ORIENTAL MARKET GROCER

A community
revitalised.

You can feel the buzz the moment you step out onto Pier St.
This is a community and neighbourhood that’s undergoing
an exciting transformation. And you get to be part of it.
Here, you are surrounded by a never-ending choice of bars,
restaurants and cafés. For a more casual experience, try the
premium coffee at Flo Espresso, the burgers at Mechanics
Institute or a double cone at Chicho Gelato. Hang out in your
new favourite bar Ezra Pound or drop into Whipper Snapper
for a little whisky tasting. Wine and dine in the sit-down
restaurant at The Stables Bar, or swing by the Oriental Market &
Grocer and prepare a home-cooked meal in your new kitchen.
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Your new community is so easy to get around. If you want to
catch a train, Perth and McIver train stations are both within
walking distance. You can catch a free CAT bus nearby or
head for the water and jump on a ferry at Elizabeth Quay.
Yours is a rapidly transforming neighbourhood that’s going
places, not a place for standing still.

FLO ESPRESSO

WHIPPER SNAPPER DISTILLERY

CHICHO GELATO
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ART GALLERY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA*
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An urban pocket
full of surprises.
Every day your new life at Foilo195 is full of new experiences.
Located in this energetic north-east pocket of the city,
you’ve found yourself right in the middle of a cultural feast.
You’re just minutes from the Art Gallery of Western Australia
and the spectacular $450 million redevelopment. Then there’s
the State Theatre Centre for a theatrical experience, or the
local Comedy Lounge for a laugh.
Now with a pedestrian walk over the train line, you’re
connected to all the action in Yagan Square, Kings Square
and everything that’s happening in the CBD. Which is great
for work and even better for other social outings. This is an
educated side of town too, where culture goes hand in hand
with learning facilities, including an International TAFE, Law
School and Technical College. A smart decision all round.

STATE THEATRE CENTRE OF WA

ROOFTOP MOVIES

NORTH METROPOLITAN TAFE
*Art Gallery of WA Concourse installation view – Artwork: William Kentridge Shadow quartet 2003–2004 (detail). Bronze, dimensions variable. State Art Collection, Art Gallery of Western Australia. Commissioned with
funds from the Art Gallery of Western Australia Foundation, 2002. Principally supported by Wesfarmers Limited, the Friends of the Art Gallery and Janet Holmes à Court.
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QT PERTH

The vision
takes shape.
You’re feeling a growing sense of pride knowing you’re living
in an apartment building unlike anything Perth has seen. Its
unique architectural exterior instantly appeals to your own
sense of individuality. Folio195 is building a community from
the ground up. It starts with the 5-storey podium base, with
its striking façade, followed by a 22-storey apartment tower
reaching up to the sky.
You enjoy an impressive arrival into the double height lobby
with archway and mezzanine level. Its timber feature wall,
exposed concrete and contemporary ﬂoor tiles helping
create an industrial aesthetic quite different to anything else
in this city. You make a mental note to book a share car for
tomorrow as you head to the lifts, knowing it won’t be long
before you’re up on the rooftop in the landscaped Skypark
catching up with friends and sharing a laugh.

FOLIO195 ON PIER STREET – ARTIST’S IMPRESSION
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LOBBY – ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

A community
sharing the
same ideals.
It didn’t take long for you to realise your new home has been
carefully designed to bring the residents together as one
connected community. Shared spaces and amenities are a
key feature of the building, and it begins as you enter the
impressive lobby area and focus on the distinctive greenery
and feature lighting that frames the reception area from above.
You’re immediately enticed by the smell of fresh coffee coming
from the café which is always buzzing, with a menu that’s full of
temptation. Not far away is the shared work space area which
draws residents and locals alike to the smart technology and
casual work connections on offer. Travel options have been
well thought out too. Five levels of the podium are available for
car parking and bikes. Plus the convenience of a 24/7 mailroom
on the ground ﬂoor, with digital parcel lockers for your online
deliveries, making life even easier. But this is just the start.
There’s a world of smart building amenities waiting for you to
share with your fellow neighbours.

STREET FRONT FACADE – ARTIST’S IMPRESSION
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Your own private
garden in the sky.

SKYPARK – ARTIST’S IMPRESSION
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A rooftop Skypark
for leisure and
exercise.

DINING FACILITIES – ARTIST’S IMPRESSION
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You’re standing in your favourite spot on top of the building
at sunset, gazing over the Perth skyline. You’re wondering if
this is what you love most about your new home. The rooftop
Skypark is ﬁlled with lots of little nooks, offering privacy,
seating and amazing views. It’s a moment hard to beat, just like
getting together with your friends for a movie in the private
theatre. Or sweating it out on the treadmill in the gym.
On top of all that, you’re pretty partial to a rooftop BBQ with
a few fellow residents using the alfresco dining facilities that
come with these 27th ﬂoor views. You suspect you will be
spending a lot of your time on the rooftop, but that’s not really
surprising. This Skypark is where your new community
of friends feel on top of the world.

THEATRE – ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

GYMNASIUM – ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

ROOFTOP LOUNGE – ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

195 Pier St Perth
BUILDING APP
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Where the
environment
shapes the
technology.
ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING

Your ﬁrst impressions of Folio195 may have been what a
remarkable architectural statement your building makes
in the city skyline. But now you’ve come to realise that
integrated into its stunning design is a very impressive level
of smart technology that’s been enriching your life from day
one and future prooﬁng your lifestyle.
Truly worthy of the label ‘next generation living’, your new
building boasts cutting-edge technology designed to make
your life better. You move easily and securely throughout your
building with the aid of your own fob key. While a cloud-based
living system lets you book everything in the building from
a share car to your spot at the rooftop theatre. Staying fully
charged and online is easy too with USB charging points in
your apartment along with an optical ﬁbre network for faster
internet speeds. At Folio195, technology has been shaped to
ensure life runs smoothly.
It’s also been reassuring for you to know that technology
has made Folio195 a safer environment. The protection of
CCTV, video intercom and smart lock technology, combined
with a BuildingLink software platform and onsite manager,
guarantees security has been a major consideration in the
overall building design.

SHARECAR

Technology continues to exceed your expectations through
the thoughtful approach to a sustainable and greener future
for Folio195. Sustainable initiatives are key, including sun
reﬂective coatings on windows and an embedded solar
network to reduce energy costs. Future prooﬁng options like
electric vehicle chargers in your car bay ensure your building’s
technology has been diligently planned for the years ahead.

SOLAR ELECTRICITY

195 Pier St Perth

Sustainable living

A smart and
sustainable
community.
It’s only ﬁtting that the next generation of apartment living
should have the next generation of smart technology as well.
What’s really smart is the fact this state-of-the-art technology
is essentially there to make your life easy and safe.
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Like the building app. You can book one of 2 hire cars on
the spot. Or reserve a place for tonight’s private theatre in
seconds. You like the fact it’s sustainable too. This is the way
a building should be designed for the future.

Smart technology
Building app

CCTV & video intercom

Technology for easier and better
living, this cloud-based community
living system will have a resident
portal and digital notice boards.

Security is a premium with the entire
building protected by CCTV and
video intercom allowing residents to
see who’s calling their apartment.

Open access

Access control

Our optical ﬁbre network with
internet speeds up to 1Gbps will
support free-to-air TV and Foxtel,
plus free WiFi in common areas.

Every tenant will have their own
electronic key fob with an individual
access code to operate the front door,
lift, carpark and bookable amenities.

Smart locks

Embedded electricity network

Using smart lock technology,
residents will have the added security
and ease of their apartment being
accessed via a keyless entry system.

A solar-powered system with smart
metering and purchasing power
from the grid will allow residents to
receive discounted electricity.

USB charging

Digital parcel lockers

Each apartment has been designed
with the modern convenience of a
USB charger with their powerpoint.

Another shared initiative for the
building is a parcel locker system
which gives secure 24/7 access for
parcel delivery and pick up.

SMART LOCKS

Share cars

EV charger

Residents will not need to own
their own car. Two shared cars
will be available and can be
booked via the app.

As an optional upgrade, residents
can future proof for electric cars
by installing an Electrical Vehicle
Charger in their carbay.

Reﬂective Low-E Glass

Solar electricity

To maximise efﬁciency and reduce
energy costs, a transparent Low-E
glass coating on windows helps
to reﬂect heat.

An embedded solar network
helps offset power usage and
running costs.

Walkability

Solar passive design

A walker’s paradise, this location
boasts a globally recognised walk
score of 96 meaning daily errands
are easily done by foot.

Sunlight screenings at podium
level and east/west balcony sun
awnings help control unwanted
summer sun for energy efﬁciency.

Energy rating

Extensive landscaping

An average energy rating for
apartments of 7.4 stars means
a reduction of around 35% in
heating and cooling costs.

Landscaping on the ground ﬂoor,
terraces, tower balconies and the
Skypark help control heat and add
an element of green.

Bicycle parking

Centralised air-conditioning

To avoid the inefﬁcient use of
cars, extensive bicycle parking
will be provided to encourage
residents to commute by bike.

Residents beneﬁt from a centralised
air-conditioning plant in the tower
which improves efﬁciency and
reduces operating costs.

DIGITAL PARCEL LOCKERS
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A space shaped
for you.
You were immediately delighted by an architecturally
designed interior showcasing its own warehouse style.
Exposed concrete, expressed services and inspired
ﬁttings and lighting, make your new apartment very
different from anything else on offer.
This is cutting-edge design, where affordability doesn’t
mean compromising style or quality. The traditional
colour, texture and lighting choices you have come to
expect in city apartment living have been replaced with
bold contemporary ones. Although you have found a
place designed to be your ﬁrst home, you may ﬁnd you
never want to leave. It’s the perfect space shaped for
you and your lifestyle.
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BATHROOM – ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

You gaze contentedly around your stylish new home,
with durable vinyl ﬂoorboards you’d swear were timber,
immaculate pendant lights and black surface mounted
downlights, and quietly congratulate yourself. Sleek
black tapware perfectly complements an interior design
that feels just like you.

BEDROOM – ARTIST’S IMPRESSION
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Colour scheme A – Winter Sky

Colour scheme B – Green Slate

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION
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Colour scheme C – Battalion

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

Shape a colour
scheme to
represent you.

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

Colour scheme D – Alpine Mist

It was so easy to fall in love with this beautiful aesthetic
space. Your hardest decision was choosing from the four
designer colour schemes on offer. Taking a fresh approach
to the normally less inspiring colour choices you’d come
to expect in the Perth apartment market, you were
suddenly dazzled by a palette of block colours featuring the
contemporary choices of Winter Sky, Green Slate, Battalion
and Alpine Mist. Each one a colourful extension of the high
quality exterior ﬁnishes and bold colour palette that enhances
the unique visual appeal of Foilo195.

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION
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The people
who shaped
Folio195.
The Developer – Peet Limited

The Developer – DevelopmentWA

As a leading national property group, we have been
operating successfully in Australia since 1895. Our success is
built on the strength of our land bank and a commitment to
the passion and ideals of our founder James Thomas Peet.
The company still proudly carries his name and continues
to build thriving, modern communities that offer new
and exciting prospects for Australian families, retail and
institutional investors, and project partners.

DevelopmentWA is the State Government’s development
agency. Operating throughout Western Australia we
have a unique capacity to shape and create sustainable
developments for tomorrow. Our comprehensive
development portfolio ensures Western Australia is ﬁrmly
positioned for growth as we create the best places for
people to live, work, visit and do business.

We focus on delivering high-quality, master-planned
communities and built form projects that attract and inspire
homebuyers across Australia and make a valuable contribution
to the fabric of the region. At the Peet Group, we believe
our commitment to excellence will always drive innovation
and market leading development, underpinned by the same
qualities evident 125 years ago – vision, strong leadership,
courage, integrity and a passion for property.

We are shaping our State’s future by designing and
developing connected communities, prosperous industries
and resilient regions. From unlocking industrial land to create
jobs, to designing and developing new urban inﬁll projects,
our work is at the heart of Western Australia’s growth.
As an innovative and sustainable corporation with an extensive
portfolio, DevelopmentWA will develop Government projects
to drive growth and prosperity across the State.

Disclaimer: This material has been prepared for information purposes only, to assist interested parties when conducting initial enquiries of the property. It does not constitute advice and does not contain all of the
information that a prospective purchaser may require to make their purchasing decision. Interested parties should conduct their own investigation and analysis of the property in order to satisfy themselves of relevant
matters and must not rely solely on this material to make their purchasing decision. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Peet Pier Street Pty Ltd excludes all liability arising from reliance on the information contained
herein. Whilst due care has been taken in the preparation of this material, to the maximum extent permitted by law, no responsibility is taken for any errors or omissions and details in this material may be subject to
change. Artwork, images and plans are artist’s impressions only and should not be relied upon as a deﬁnitive reference. Designs, plans and prices were correct at the time of printing and are subject to change – please
consult the Folio195 Sales and Information Centre for the latest stock information contained herein. Copyright is reserved in this material, including all architectural designs, plans, text and graphics. Unless expressly
stated otherwise in writing, you may not reproduce or adapt any of this material without our further written permission. Nor may you use any of our logos or trademarks without our written permission.

The Architects – Klopper & Davis Architects

The Landscape Architects – Tim Davies Landscaping

Started in 2004 by like-minded architects Sam Klopper
and Matt Davis, Klopper & Davis Architects are a boutique
architectural design studio known for their warm and textural
designs which are playful, individual and which respond to their
place and context. KADA Architecture express an architectural
identity through strong architectural forms, qualities of light
and shadow, material composition and spatial relationship.
Renowned for their iconic design style in residential
development the practice has grown to include commercial,
hotel, retail, age-care and multi-residential projects.

TDL is a leading landscaping practice delivering inspiring and
functional outdoor places and spaces that entice and endure.
Renowned for their contemporary and creative landscapes
they design, build and maintain for private, commercial and
civic clients across Australia.

KADA Interiors have created a truly unique response to
Folio195’s interior spaces. They are meticulously considered,
artfully composed and are a beautiful complement to the
architectural design. The Architects and Interior Designers
collaborate to create warm, welcoming and liveable buildings.
They believe this creates spaces that are not only truly
bespoke, but individually crafted to their owner’s future needs.

TDL are an Australian owned and run business based out of
Perth Western Australia. Established in 1983 they have operated
at the top end of our industry for over 35 years. Their depth of
creative expertise and technical skill enables them to deliver
fully integrated projects of the highest quality from concept
to completion.
They are committed to excellence and achieving the very best
result for each and every client. The longevity of TDL’s brand is
a testament to their strength, integrity and reputation.

